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Summary The stability of an equilibrium system of two drops suspended from circular holes is examined. The drop surfaces are
disconnected surfaces of a connected liquid body. For holes of equal radii and identical pendant drops axisymmetric perturbations are always the
most dangerous. The stability region for two identical drops differs considerably from that for a single drop. Loss of stability leads to a transition
from a critical system of identical drops to a stable system of axisymmetric non-identical. This system of non-identical drops reaches its own
stability limit (to isochoric or non-isochoric perturbations). For non-identical drops, loss of stability results in dripping or streaming from the
holes. Critical volumes for non-identical drops have been calculated as functions of the Bond number, B. For unequal hole radii, stability regions
have been constructed for a set of hole radius ratios, K. The dependence of critical volumes on K and B is analyzed.
EXTENDED SUMMARY
We consider an equilibrium system of two drops suspended from edges of horizontal circular holes of radii r1 and r2 .
The liquid region is connected and the capillary free surface consists only of two axisymmetric drop surfaces, Γ 1 and Γ 2 .
The solution of this problem is the first important step for the analysis of the stability of the system with a multiple holes of
radii r1 , ... rm each associated with pendant drop surfaces Γ 1 , ... , Γ m ( m > 2 ) that are disconnected. Such a system has many
technical applications.
If an isolated liquid volume is bounded by a disconnected free surface, the condition that the total liquid volume is
conserved must be satisfied:
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( Ni is the normal component of perturbations on Γ i ). However, the above constant volume constraint (1) does not require
that each connectivity component satisfy a separate volume conservation condition of the form
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(so-called isochoric perturbations).
Consequently, the class of admissible perturbations on each surface component Γ i

( i = 1, ... , m )

of disconnected surface is

larger than for the case when Γ i is the sole free surface component. That means that level of collective stability for a set of
pendant drops may be lower in comparison to individual stability of any of the m single drops the system consists from. The
used mathematical approach is based on analysis of the second variation of the potential energy under arbitrary perturbations
that satisfy the condition (1).
For holes of equal radii ( r1 = r2 = r0 ) and identical pendant drops it is found that axisymmetric perturbations are
always the most dangerous, and that the stability region for two identical drops and that for a single drop differ considerably
in extent. Dependence of the critical dimensionless volume of the protruded part of each identical pendant drop, V * , on the
dimensionless circular hole radius, R0 (the capillary constant is used for a normalization) has been constructed along with
the dependence of critical dimensionless drop height, H * , on R0 . It is shown that loss of stability of identical drops does not
lead to liquid dripping or streaming out from the holes. Rather, as the total protruded liquid volume increases beyond the
stability limit for the system of identical drops, there is a transition from a critical system of identical drops to a stable system
of axisymmetric non-identical drops. Upon further increase in the total protruded volume, there will be a continuous
evolution of a stable system of non-identical drops. As the volume of one drop exceeds the critical volume per drop (for
identical drops), the volume of the other drops decreases below that critical volume. Finally, the system of axisymmetric nonidentical drops reaches its own stability limit (to isochoric or non-isochoric perturbations). For non-identical pendant drops,
loss of stability results in the liquid dripping or streaming out from the holes. Critical volumes V1* and V2* for non-identical
drops have been calculated as functions of R0 .
The more complicated case of unequal radii r1 and r2 has been also examined. The stability regions have been
constructed for a set the parameter K ≡ r1 r2 values ( 0 < K < 1) . Critical volumes V1* and V2* have been calculated, and their
dependence on K and R2 has been analyzed.

